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Robin has worked for the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater nearly 4 years as a building custodian. She 
began as a float, working in several different buildings before being assigned to the Roseman Building.  
Robin maintains the building, keeping it clean for all the offices and rooms on both floors. Her day 
begins at 3:00 a.m. to keep ahead of those tasks before others arrive to work. The changes to the lower 
level of the Roseman Building have added new and interesting challenges to her custodial duties.  

 

Robin has been married to her husband, Jim, for 27 years. They have 2 children. Their daughter, 
Samantha, is a student at U-Rock County currently. Samantha also assisted with custodial work in 
Roseman for several months also. They also have a son, Robert, at home. To complete the family, 
includes three dogs and one cat. The largest of the dogs is a great dane. The two small ones are shih 
tzu/yorkie and shih tzu/dachshund crosses. This makes for an interesting mix with the kitty dominating 
the household. 

 

Robin enjoys reading (fiction, biographies and autobiographies), her computer and moving, at the 
moment. Her family recently purchased a home in Edgerton and are in the process of moving into their 
new house. This is a challenge at this time of year and preparing for Christmas, but Samantha has been a 
great assistant for her mother with that job. 

 

She likes interacting with the children in UW-Whitewater’s Children’s center and all the people in 
Roseman. The staff in the building really enjoy hosting potlucks, that Robin says makes it difficult to diet, 
but she loves the chance to participate with everyone. 

 

If she had the opportunity to change something, Robin would have the Parking Services Office notify all 
of their staff of the early arrival of custodians so that overnight parking tickets would be limited for 
those individuals. 


